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Abstract
We present LaLaLoc to localise in environments without the need for prior visitation, and in a manner that is
robust to large changes in scene appearance, such as a
full rearrangement of furniture. Specifically, LaLaLoc performs localisation through latent representations of room
layout. LaLaLoc learns a rich embedding space shared between RGB panoramas and layouts inferred from a known
floor plan that encodes the structural similarity between locations. Further, LaLaLoc introduces direct, cross-modal
pose optimisation in its latent space. Thus, LaLaLoc enables fine-grained pose estimation in a scene without the
need for prior visitation, as well as being robust to dynamics, such as a change in furniture configuration. We
show that in a domestic environment LaLaLoc is able to accurately localise a single RGB panorama image to within
8.3cm, given only a floor plan as a prior.

1. Introduction
Camera relocalisation is a fundamental problem in computer vision. Image-based relocalisation represents the goal
of estimating the camera pose of an unseen image, given
some prior knowledge about the surrounding environment.
In this paper, we tackle the task of localisation in an environment that has not been previously visited, and one in which
there may be considerable scene dynamics – an area where
significant scope for improvement has been identified [37].
To address this, we propose to localise with respect to
a known floor plan and the layout visible at a location
within the scene. Floor plan-based localisation is particularly suited for the long-term localisation setting as, while
objects and furniture may have moved, items represented
in a structural floor plan, such as walls, floors and ceilings,
will remain static. Therefore, it enables localisation over a
long period of time without requiring continual re-training
or re-mapping. In addition, in this formulation we only need
the floor plan as prior, thus removing the need for previous

visitation of the target environment, i.e. without a training
trajectory of images.
We present LaLaLoc, which performs floor plan-based
localisation through latent representations of room layout.
This layout latent space is cross-modal, shared between
layouts inferred from the floor plan and the RGB panoramas queried at inference time. More specifically LaLaLoc
performs localisation in two stages, depicted in Figure 1.
The first stage provides a coarse estimate of pose through
cross-modal retrieval. For the second stage, we propose a
cross-modal direct optimisation of pose through differentiable rendering.
Differentiable rendering has been shown to be effective
for object pose estimation [23, 12]. But these works typically rely on like-for-like rendering losses, such as the pixelwise error between the rendered and target images. However, since LaLaLoc operates across multiple modes of data
between query and prior, the prediction of a common data
mode would be required for the comparison losses. Instead,
we propose to optimise for pose directly in the layout latent space. Through this formulation, LaLaLoc is able to
accurately align the floor plan to a cluttered RGB panorama
without ever explicitly predicting its layout.
The contributions of this paper can be summarised as:
• We propose LaLaLoc, a highly accurate localisation
method that is robust to scene dynamics such as the
configuration of furniture, and able to localise in a new
scene without prior visitation.
• We introduce direct pose optimisation in the latent
space. This allows for cross-modal pose optimisation,
without the need for a decoder to traverse data modes
for the computation of the matching cost.
• Through experimental evaluation, we demonstrate the
accuracy of LaLaLoc as well as validate its formulation. This includes showing that the representation of
room layout has significant influence on the efficacy
of layout-based localisation and cannot be used interchangeably.
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Figure 1. Overview of localisation using LaLaLoc. In the retrieval stage, the query image is mapped to the layout latent space by Φimage .
We then sample a grid of poses from a known floor plan, render their layouts, and compute their respective latent representation through
Φlayout . An initial pose estimate is found by a nearest neighbour search within this shared latent space. The nearest neighbour pose is then
used as an initialisation for direct pose optimisation with our proposed latent pose optimisation. This is a gradient-based optimisation of
pose conducted in the shared latent space, thus removing the need to decode into a common data mode. Our Vogel Disc resampling stage
is ommitted from this viusalisation for clarity.

2. Related Work
A wide variety of methods have been produced to
tackle the task of camera localisation. There are scenespecific methods, which require fine-tuning to each individual scene. Pose-regression methods [18, 17, 10] train
a deep network for each scene to directly predict the camera pose from an input, but these methods are limited in
accuracy [27]. Instead of regressing camera pose, scenecoordinate regression methods [30, 7, 8, 9, 35] densely predict 2D-3D correspondences between the query and the environment, which then allows for solving for pose via PnP.
On the other hand, some groups of methods are able to generalise across scenes without need for retraining. Image
retrieval methods [28, 1, 2, 13] estimate pose through by
using the pose of the most similar image within an image
database. 3D structure-based methods [21, 20, 26] instead
establish 2D-3D between the query image and points in a
SfM model. However, the scene-specific and generalisable
methods discussed do have a commonality in that they require prior visitation in the same data modality of the region
in which localisation is performed: scene-specific methods
require this for re-training, while the generalisable methods
require it for map/database building. By contrast, LaLaLoc
performs localisation without prior visitation, instead leveraging only a known floor plan as a prior.
Particularly within the field of robotics, there have been
a few proposed approaches to localise with respect to a floor
plan. These methods operate by aggregating depth [40], detecting suitable features such as layout corners [14], or extracting layout edges [6, 38, 34] within query RGB and/or
depth images to estimate and compare with the inferred
layout at a location within the floor plan to estimate the
observation likelihood. When depth information is available, scan-matching techniques [24] find a rigid alignment
between the scene and the scan through alignment methods such as Iterative Closest Point (ICP) [3], General-ICP

(GICP) [29], or Normal Distributions Transform (NDT) [4].
ICP-based scan matching techniques have successfully been
used to perform localisation within a floor plan [5, 39].
These methods generally rely on a flow of information over
multiple sequential measurements, typically alongside motion priors, such as from wheel or camera odometry, and
are fed as hypothesis weightings into a Monte Carlo Localisation (MCL) [33] framework. In this paper, however, we
approach the task of localisation from an instantaneous observation with no motion or time-coherency cues, and without assuming a good initialisation for pose. Furthermore,
unlike the scan-matching methods, we do not require depth
information, and in fact we remove the need for any explicit
prediction of layout geometry at query time entirely, instead
solely leveraging latent representations of layout.
Kim et al. [19] first proposed the learning of a latent
space which captures room layout similarity. Specifically,
this is applied to the task of image retrieval, where images
are embedded to reflect their underlying room layout and for
a given query image the goal is to return other images with
similar layouts. Zheng et al. [42] later employed a layout
embedding space to aid in the prediction of room layouts.
However, both of these works focused on room layouts that
follow a box approximation, where the layout takes the form
of the inside of a convex cuboid. This leads to much reduced variability in the space of possible layouts: there are
11 types of room layout which can be seen in an image, of
which [19] only considered 1. We, instead, consider general room layouts, without imposing any assumptions about
their structure, leading to more variety in potential layout.
However, it is the same concept of a layout latent space on
which LaLaLoc’s localisation is enabled.

3. Task and Definitions
We perform camera pose localisation within a floor plan
provided as prior knowledge. Specifically, we localise the 2
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DoF camera pose, P , to a point in a 2D floor plan. For rendering of the reference layouts, we assume that the camera
and ceiling height are given, and produce a 3D floor plan
M of the scene through extrusion of the 2D floor plan. M
consists of only walls, floors and ceilings.
Throughout the paper, we deal with three main data types
that may be captured or rendered at a position within the
floor plan, Pp : Ip is the RGB panorama captured; Lp is
a rendered depth image corresponding to M being projected into the image; Cp is a pointcloud formed by backprojecting Lp , in effect a sub-sampling of M.

4. Latent Layouts
LaLaLoc consists of a network with two parallel
branches to form a quasi-Siamese network. One branch,
Φimage , computes a feature descriptor for an RGB
panorama image, while the other branch, Φlayout , computes a descriptor from layout renderings. The embedding
for a RGB panorama image should be identical to the embedding computed for a layout rendering at the same camera
pose. This means that LaLaLoc is tasked with computing a
singular latent representation of the room layout as visible
at a particular location within a floor plan, independent of
the sensor data used to compute it.
To learn such an embedding space, we take an approach
analogous to knowledge distillation [15]. Knowledge distillation generally first trains a complex model as the teacher,
which is then used to improve the convergence of a less
complex model. Instead, we train a model on the easier task: Φlayout performing layout-to-layout matching, and
use it as a “teacher” model for a “student” performing a
more complicated task: Φimage learning to encapsulate the
layout information present in an RGB image. This approach allows us to maximise the richness of our layout
latent space by only considering learning the relationships
between layouts, before training Φimage to also map images to this space. However, this learning formulation in
LaLaLoc differs from more general knowledge distillation
as we keep Φlayout to use for matching with the outputs of
Φimage . Therefore, the task requires that Φimage not only
maintains the relative differences between embeddings, and
with it their respective layout similarity, but that it is anchored to the corresponding embedding of Φlayout .
In the following, we describe the learning of the latent
space, as well the mapping of other modalities to it. An
overview of this training procedure is shown at the top of
Figure 2 and the architecture used is given in the supplementary materials.

Figure 2. Overview of the LaLaLoc training process. Top: The
learning of the layout latent space performed solely by Φlayout .
Bottom: The routine used to train Φimage to map RGB panoramas
to the latent space learned by Φlayout .

the distance between the latent representations of layout
renderings should reflect the structural difference in their
respective layouts. This is achieved through a log-ratio loss
formulation, as proposed by Kim et al. [19]:
  \label {eq:log_ratio} \ell _{log\_ratio}(p, i, j) = \left ( log \dfrac {D(g_i, g_p)}{D(g_j, g_p)} - log \dfrac {\text {Ch}(C_i, C_p)}{\text {Ch}(C_j, C_p)}\right )^2, 
(1)
where (p, i, j) represents a triplet of consisting of an anchor
p, given by the pose of the RGB panorama, with i and j as
two neighbours of p; g = Φlayout (L) represents the layout
embedding computed from layout rendering L; C indicates
the pointcloud generated from back-projection of the layout
depths; D(·) is the Euclidean distance function and Ch(·) is
the Chamfer distance.
In addition to the layout similarity loss, we also leverage
a layout decoder for training. The decoder takes the latent
vector g = Φlayout (L) and decodes it to layout depth image, L′ thus forming a layout auto-encoder during training.
We apply a decoding loss in the form:
  \ell _{decode} = |L' - L|_1, 

(2)

with the L1-norm chosen for its favourable performance for
depth estimation [11].

4.1. Φlayout : Layout-similarity Latent Space

4.2. Φimage : Learning to Match Images to Layouts

We first learn a rich latent representation of room layouts by imposing a metric loss for training the layout branch
Φlayout alone. The embedding space is conditioned so that

Once the layout latent space has been learned by the
teacher branch, we train our student branch, Φimage , to embed RGB images to the same layout embedding space. For
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this training, we freeze Φlayout , therefore the RGB branch
is tasked only with mapping images to a fixed layout space
and can be aided by the response of Φlayout .
We do this simply by applying a loss on the Euclidean
distance between the RGB embedding, f , and the layout
embedding, g. This mirrors the localisation strategy where
image-layout matching will be predicted through the Euclidean distance between the respective embeddings in the
latent space. The loss is given simply by:
  \ell _{L2}(p) = |f_p - g_p|_2. 

(3)

5. Localisation
While it would be possible to fine-tune the latent representations computed by LaLaLoc when localising in new
scenes, we instead propose the approach as a fixed network,
which is able to generalise to new scenes without any finetuning or RGB training trajectories.
LaLaLoc is a 2-stage localisation approach: a coarse,
global retrieval stage, followed by cross-modal pose optimisation through differentiable rendering. An overview of
the localisation method is depicted in Figure 1. In the following, we describe each of these stages in more detail.

5.2.1

Latent Optimisation of Pose

We propose a direct pose optimisation through differentiable rendering. While differentiable rendering-based approaches have been shown to be effective for pose estimation [23, 12], these works rely on homogeneous data to
compute losses between the prediction and the target, often
employing pixelwise losses based on photo-metric or depth
reconstruction errors. However, in our application we again
must tackle the challenge of the asymmetry of our query
(RGB) and reference (layouts) data types.
Instead, we optimise for pose with latent losses, using
distance between embeddings computed by our network to
model the matching energy between RGB images and layouts. In doing, so we are able to bridge the gap between data
modalities, without the need for explicit prediction. This is
achieved by employing a differentiable renderer to compute
the layout at a pose estimate, Pr , we can ensure that the
chain of operations to compute a layout embedding at Pr are
differentiable: gr = Φlayout (Ω(Pr , M)), where Ω(Pr , M)
is the layout rendering. We therefore can refine the pose
using a gradient-based optimisation with objective:
  \min _{P_r} D( \Phi _{layout}( \Omega (P_r, \mathcal {M}) ), f_p). 

(4)

5.1. Coarse retrieval
The coarse retrieval stage operates by sampling candidate poses in a uniform grid across the known floor plan.
At each sampled pose, we render the layout from the known
floor plan geometry, which is then used to compute a latent
vector. These latent vectors and their associated poses form
the reference database for localisation. When performing
localisation of a query image, we compute the latent vector
of the query image and compute its distance with respect to
each entry in the reference database. The coarse localisation estimate is given by the pose belonging to the nearest
neighbour latent vector.

5.2. Pose refinement
The first, coarse stage of the LaLaLoc localisation
method is limited by the density of the sampled poses within
the floor plan. We, therefore, include pose refinement to enable more fine estimate of the camera location. We propose
two methods for this: a retrieval-based approach which resamples more densely around the coarse estimate and again
localises by retrieval; or direct optimisation of pose by layout similarity in the latent space.
To more densely explore the region around the nearest
neighbour from coarse retrieval, we sample poses in a Vogel
Disc [36] centred around the nearest neighbour. This produces an (approximately) even sampling in a circular region
around the neighbour. The refined pose is then returned as
the most similar from these newly sampled poses.
We will describe the formulation of the direct optimisation more thoroughly below.

6. Dataset
Training and evaluation is performed on the Structured3D dataset [41]. The dataset consists of 3,500 synthetic indoor scenes. Each scene comprises of multiple
rooms, leading to 21,835 rooms in total. Importantly for
our task, a 3D floor plan is provided, as well as a photorealistic panorama image rendered for each room in the scene.
We follow the predefined split of scenes, with 3000 used
for training, 250 used for validation and 250 used for testing. We found that some scenes had corrupted data, which
were excluded resulting in 2979/246/249 scenes for training/validation/testing. Due to the split being conducted over
scenes, it means that all evaluation within this paper is conducted on an unvisited room, where we define unvisited as a
scene with no prior image capture e.g. a training trajectory
captured in the target scene.
For each image, there are three furniture configurations:
empty, simple and full. Each of these are rendered in three
lighting conditions: warm, cool and raw. Unless otherwise
stated, a configuration is selected randomly at each iteration
during training and evaluation is performed in the “full” and
“warm” furniture and lighting settings, respectively – with
full being the most difficult due to the presence of more
distractors when inferring layout.

7. Experiments
We detail the localisation performance of LaLaLoc for
our main task of localisation in an unseen environment, as
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Query
Type

Model

Layout
R@1

Pose
R@1

Median (cm)

Localisation Accuracy
<1cm <5cm <10cm

Oracle

100%

91.1%

20.4

0.3%

3.61%

13.5%

92.9%

Layout

2D ICP
LaLaLoc

90.1%

87.4%

0.5
0.2

87.9%
69.1%

99.8%
82.4%

99.8%
91.4%

99.9%
94.9%

RGB/Furnished

2D ICP
HorizonNet [32] + Loc
LaLaLoc

72.4%
72.4%

68.0%
70.6%

21.8
9.1
8.3

9.5%
3.3%
3.6%

26.4%
29.3%
32.0%

35.6%
53.4%
58.0%

68.5%
77.4%
87.5%

<1m

Table 1. Layout localisation accuracy for our trained models and baselines on the Structured3D test set.

Figure 3. Qualitative depiction of the layout distances between a
query pose, marked with a pink “X”, and the grid of sampled poses
across the scene. For each sampled pose, we colour it by the log
of its respective distance from the query. Left: we plot the groundtruth layout distances. Middle: the layout distance is that predicted
by LaLaLoc. Right: predicted by LaLaLoc in its layout-to-layout
configuration.

well as analyse LaLaLoc’s components and their contribution to the final accuracy. Unless otherwise stated, we sample a 2-dimensional grid of locations at a resolution of 0.5m
× 0.5m. We then either take the nearest neighbour pose as
our prediction, or use it to initialise the refinement stage.
Our Vogel Disc re-sampling is set to a radius of twice the
grid resolution. It is worth noting that all evaluations are
performed with only the top 1 retrieval, which is the hardest
test setting as there is limited scope to recover from a bad
retrieval.
We include results for the two main modes of operation
for LaLaLoc. The first assumes that the ground truth room

layout is known for the query image. In this configuration, the layout branch, Φlayout , is used alone. This setting
is ideal for determining the expressiveness of the learned
layout latent space as there are no discrepancies caused
by translation from image to the layout latent space. The
other configuration, however, is the more realistic scenario,
where RGB panoramas are used as the query image, with
Φimage mapping them to LaLaLoc’s embedding space.
For a baseline comparison, we include results for an ICPbased method. Similar methods are widely used in fields
like robotics for motion estimation [22], scene reconstruction, map building and localisation [25]. The implementation details of this method are provided in the supplementary materials. In addition, we compare against a baseline
formed from HorizonNet [32]. Given a query image, we
use HorizonNet to predict its layout explicitly. We then retrieve the nearest neighbour from the sampled grid via L1
distances between depths. We perform VDR initialised at
the nearest neighbour. Finally, we perform a gradient-based
optimisation between the predicted layout and layouts rendered from the floor plan. It is worth noting that this is a
significant extension to HorizonNet to perform localisation.
Various performance metrics are compiled across the following experiments that pertain to retrieval, and the final
estimation of pose. The retrieval metrics provide insight
into the performance of the first localisation stage: Layout Recall @1 measures the proportion of the time the predicted nearest neighbour layout is the most similar layout;
Pose Recall @1 measures the fraction of predicted nearest
neighbours that are the neighbour with the nearest pose to
the query. Localisation accuracy is given by: Median Pose
Error as the median distance between query and predicted
pose; Accuracy< τ lists the fraction of frames localised to
within the threshold, τ .

7.1. Localisation with a Floor Plan Prior
Through the full localisation procedure outlined in Section 5, we detail LaLaLoc’s performance in Table 1. Worth
considering first is the retrieval accuracy. The layout-tolayout retrieval performance deteriorates only slightly from
the layout oracle, suggesting that the latent space is able to
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Pano. Lay.

Figure 4. Example failures. Top: Cases where the wrong room
has been retrieved due to ambiguity of layout, but the alignment is
generally coherent with the layout seen in the query image. Bottom: The correct room is retrieved, but the alignment is incorrect.
In these cases, it is often seen that room corners are incorrectly
aligned to the edges of objects such as tables and counter tops.

Method

Med.

Localisation Error
<1cm <10cm

Retr. Oracle
2D ICP
LaLaLoc
2D ICP
LaLaLoc

42.7
0.7
0.5
21.7
11.5

0.0%
76.9%
56.1%
7.3%
2.6%

In the layout-to-layout configuration, LaLaLoc is able to
perform competitively against our ICP baseline. This is the
ideal case for ICP, since it computes alignment on the pointclouds directly, both of which are known to the exact scale,
whereas LaLaLoc introduces a layer of abstraction between
the reference and the query. In the panorama-to-layout setting we see that LaLaLoc outperforms the baselines tested,
including the method involving explicit layout prediction
with HorizonNet [32] and aligning it to the known floorplan
geometry.
We visualise LaLaLoc’s two main types of failure in Figure 4. The most common is that an incorrect room with
similar geometry is retrieved. In this scenario, the pose is
still generally refined to a location that produces a plausible
alignment. In the other scenario, the correct room is retrieved but the aligment is incorrect. Often in this scenario
we see that floor or wall edges are aligned to objects in the
room, suggesting that the refinement may have been caught
in a local minimum.
In Table 2, we provide further results for localisation
performance with a lower resolution grid of poses used for
sampling. Specifically we sample at a resolution of 1m ×
1m, as opposed to the original 0.5m × 0.5m. Despite the
retrieval error being more than double that seen with the
0.5m grid, LaLaLoc is still able to recover from this during
its refinement stage with final accuracy only seeing a small
degradation in accuracy.

75.7%
99.6%
84.3%
69.4%
79.5%

Table 2. Localisation performance when sampling on a lower resolution, 1m × 1m grid.

Furniture
Level
Empty

capture layout extremely well. For qualitative confirmation
of this, we plot ground truth and inferred layout distances
in Figure 3. There it can be seen that the inferred difference or similarity between layouts is highly representative
of the ground truth. Given the increased difficulty of inferring layout from RGB images, the cross modal retrieval
performance of LaLaLoc, as seen qualitatively in Figure 3,
is very good. This is emphasised by the retrieval accuracy
where 87.5% of retrievals were within 1m of the true pose
and thus within the radius of the Vogel Disc refinement.

2.9%
99.4%
70.5%
34.7%
46.1%

<1m

Simple
Full

Method

Layout
R@1

Pose
R@1

Median
Error (cm)

2D ICP
LaLaLoc
2D ICP
LaLaLoc
2D ICP
LaLaLoc

76.4%
74.8%
72.4%

74.0%
73.3%
70.6%

2.4
5.7
10.0
6.7
23.0
8.3

Table 3. Impact of furniture level on localisation performance.
LaLaLoc is run with a full refinement scheme (VDR + LPO) for
computation of localisation error.

7.1.1

Robustness to Level of Furniture

With the introduction of furniture in the second test setting, the effectiveness of LaLaLoc becomes readily apparent. LaLaLoc now significantly outperforms the ICP baseline in nearly all the metrics evaluated. In Table 3, we further analyse the impact of the furniture configuration on
the final localisation accuracy by evaluating performance
across those provided in the Structured3D dataset. Here,
it becomes apparent that, although the ICP baseline performs very well when operating on the ground-truth layouts, when the query type becomes increasingly furnished
its performance drops remarkably. On the other hand, the
results show that LaLaLoc sees very little deterioration as
the number of distractors in the scene increase from empty
to full. This shows that Φimage within LaLaLoc is able to
accurately infer room layout from the RGB images, even
when the room is cluttered.
7.1.2

Pose Refinement

To evaluate the performance of LaLaLoc’s pose refinement,
here we compare various strategies. Specifically, we investigate the combination of the Vogel Disc re-sampling and
latent pose optimisation to improve upon the coarse pose as
predicted by retrieval. We also include an explicit prediction and alignment strategy,“VDR + Decode”. This is implemented by keeping the decoder from training and using
it to predict the query layout explicitly. Pose is then pre-
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Refine
Method

Med.

Localisation Error
<1cm <5cm <10cm

Retrieval
VDR-only
LPO-only
VDR + Decode
VDR + LPO

22.5
11.0
10.5
12.2
8.3

0.3%
0.8%
2.0%
0.5%
3.6%

3.19%
15.1%
27.4%
13.2%
32.0%

11.8%
45.3%
48.4%
39.7%
58.0%

Table 4. Comparison of latent pose optimisation against a renderand-compare method, “Decode”, as well as against no optimisation. All refinement methods are initialised at the pose returned
from our Vogel disc re-sampling.

dicted via a gradient-based optimisation on the L1 distance
between the predicted layout and rendered layouts from the
floor plan. Results are listed in Table 4. The VDR and LPO
refinement stages of LaLaLoc are both shown to be effective, with each able to improve on the retrieval alone. Our
latent pose optimisation applied alone outperforms VDR,
but the best localisation performance is given by using the
re-sampling to initialise the latent pose optimisation.
In comparison to the decode baseline, it is clear from the
results that the optimisation within the latent space leads to
superior results. In fact, the refined poses through decoding
performed worse than the retrieval poses used to initialise
them. We believe the discrepancy in refinement accuracy
can be explained by layouts being easier to capture layout in
the latent space, than they are to articulate, i.e. to explicitly
predict. The simple depth decoder may not be sufficiently
intricate to predict layouts suitable for this refinement. After
all, prediction of general room layouts is an activate area of
research in itself [16, 32, 31].
As a further evaluation of the latent pose optimisation,
we perform refinement with a varying number of more
densely sampled poses in the naive Vogel Disc refinement
strategy. As can be seen in Figure 5, the benefit from the resampling decreases quickly as the number of samples decreases. This experiment also demonstrates the ability of
latent pose optimisation to recover from increasingly poor
initialisation provided by the Vogel Disc re-sampling. In all
tested configurations, the latent pose optimisation was able
to improve upon the re-sampled nearest neighbour, and the
decrease in accuracy was far less severe.

7.2. Ablation
In this section, we validate various components of
LaLaLoc’s design, from the demonstration that layout localisation is feasible and the metric used for layout similarity,
to the training objectives for the network. Unless otherwise
stated, the results are all validation accuracy and correspond
to retrieval only, with no pose refinement performed. In the
experiments we mark our chosen design with an *.

Figure 5. Investigation of the impact of sampling density from the
Vogel Disc before performing latent pose optimisation. We include results for performing latent pose optimisation without the
Vogel Disc re-sampling beforehand, as well as reference to the initial retrieval accuracy used to initialise these refinement schemes.

Similarity
Metric

Recall
@1

Pose Error
Median (cm)

Correct
Room

Pose
Edges
Depth
Rel. Depth
Chamfer*

100%
79.3%
80.3%
77.1%
90.8%

19.8
20.3
20.1
20.1
20.0

100%
83.6%
84.0%
85.4%
92.1%

Table 5. Evaluation of layout similarity metrics for the localisation
task on the Structured3D validation split. Pose refers to picking
the nearest location in the sampled grid to the query.

7.2.1

Layout-similarity Metric

When discussing localisation from a floor plan, it is not unreasonable to think of room shapes identical to one another,
thus leading to significant ambiguity and rendering localisation ineffective without other cues. To some degree this
ambiguity cannot be completely removed when localising
with respect to layout alone. However, we hypothesise that
there are significant differences between layout representations and the respective measures of similarity in their susceptibility to this ambiguity. This means that, if the wrong
metric is chosen, layout similarity can become a much less
expressive signal for localisation. Therefore, we explore
which representation of an arbitrary room layout gives the
best performance for localisation.
Specifically, we evaluate four representation and layout
similarity metric pairs: Edges, the 2D Chamfer distance
between sets of edge pixels in layouts represented as an
edge segmentation, used in [6] for floor plan localisation;
Depth, defined as the L1 distance between layouts rendered
as depth images; Relative Depth, the L1 distance between
relative depth images (max depth value = 1 in all images);
and Chamfer distance, where the depth images are backprojected and the Chamfer distance is computed between
the resulting pointclouds.
We list the results in Table 5. As can be seen in the table,
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Query
Type

Training
Routine

Layout
R@1

Pose
R@1

Median
Error (cm)

RGB Lay.

End-to-End
2-stage*
End-to-End
2-stage*

81.1%
89.3%
24.4%
70.7%

80.4%
87.6%
23.7%
70.5%

20.9
19.9
62.7
21.7

Table 6. Retrieval comparison with an end-to-end training on the
Structured3D validation split.

Losses

Layout
R@1

Pose
R@1

Median
Error (cm)

Oracle
ℓlog ratio
ℓdecode
ℓlog ratio + ℓdecode *

100%
78.8%
90.9%
89.3%

90.8%
77.3%
84.6%
87.6%

20.0
20.5
20.1
19.9

Backbone

Predictor

Layout
R@1

Pose
R@1

Median
Error (cm)

ResNet18*
ResNet50
ResNet18

FC*
FC
MLP

89.3%
87.5%
87.2%

87.6%
85.3%
86.3%

19.9
20.0
19.9

Table 8. Comparison of network architecture for Φlayout on the
Structured3D validation split.

Losses

Layout
R@1

Pose
R@1

Median
Error (cm)

Oracle
ℓL2 *
ℓ′log ratio
ℓL2 + ℓ′log ratio
ℓL2 + ℓkd lr

100%
70.7%
59.6%
60.7%
58.9%

90.8%
70.5%
56.9%
59.9%
56.9%

20.0
21.7
25.1
24.6
25.0

Table 7. Layout-to-layout teacher model ablation on the Structured3D validation set. We evaluate the contribution of each of
the losses used to train our layout branch.

Table 9. Image-to-layout model ablation on the Structured3D validation set. We evaluate the contribution of each of the losses used
to train Φimage from the frozen layout branch.

representing layout as a pointcloud with the Chamfer distance provides the best formulation of those tested, significantly out-performing the image-based similarity metrics
tested.

In Table 8 we evaluate some alternative architectures for
Φlayout . Specifically, we test replacing the ResNet18 backbone with ResNet50, and replacing the single fully connected layer with a 2-layer MLP after pooling. Although
all options perform similarly, we find that the simplest architecture produced the best retrieval results.

7.2.2

End-to-End Training

We compare our proposed 2-stage training to an end-to-end
formulation. We use the same losses as described previously, however we found it best to cut the gradient of g
when applied in ℓL2 . Therefore, Φlayout is only optimised
to minimise ℓlog ratio and ℓdecode , mirroring the 2-stage
approach. In Table 6, we list the results of this training
strategy. Φlayout is still able to learn a representative latent
space, albeit significantly less so than when trained alone.
However, Φimage performs very poorly when trained in this
manner, despite trying a number of different loss scaling
factors. We hypothesise that the other losses pollute the gradients to Φimage , similar to the introduction of additional
losses for training Φimage , as explored later. With this, it
appears that our 2-stage training is the more effective, or at
least significantly more forgiving.
7.2.3

7.2.4

Mapping Images to the Latent Space

When training Φimage , there are many possibilities for how
to best learn a mapping of RGB images to the existing latent space. In Table 9, we list results of various training
objectives considered in the design of LaLaLoc. In this table: ℓ′log ratio refers to a cross-modal adaptation of the original loss, where gp is replaced by fp ; ℓkd lr is a knowledge
distillation variant of the log-ratio loss, where the groundtruth layout similarity is replaced by the embedding distances as computed by Φlayout . Equations for these losses
are provided in the supplementary materials. Interestingly,
the most simple objective, reducing the Euclidean distance
between the image embedding and its corresponding layout
embedding, resulted in the best results.

Layout Latent Space Learning

Here we evaluate multiple objective functions to learn
LaLaLoc’s latent layout embedding space, i.e. for training
Φlayout . Results are listed in Table 7, where we see that
the combination of the log-ratio loss and decoder loss provides the most effective latent space for layout-similarity
matching and localisation. Notably, it appears that the autoencoder formulation is more representative than training
with the relational similarity constraints alone.

8. Conclusion
In this paper we have presented LaLaLoc, a localisation
method which localises RGB queries to a known floor plan
by matching in a latent space that encodes layout similarity. We further leverage this expressive latent space for direct pose optimisation through differentiable rendering. We
show that LaLaLoc is able to localise with considerable accuracy in unseen or highly dynamic environments.
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